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ADRIAN BELEW 
SHADOWLAND 
CONCRETE BLONDE 
ULTRA VIVID SCENE , 
HOUSE OF LOVE ; 

RICHARD BARONE 
SOCIAL DISTORTION 
DIED PRETTif 
JACK RUBIES 
PATOBANTON 
ENERGY ORCHARD 
revenge’ 
THE ORIGIN 
RAVE-UPS 
MANITOBA'S WILD KINGDOM 

Potty Pink Rose (Atlantic) 4:45 
Garden Of Eden (Geffen) 4:55 
Joey (IRS) 4:10 
Storing At The Son (4AD/Columbia) 2:48 
Shine On (Fontana/Mercury) 4:23 
RiW To River (Paradox/MCA) 3:16 
Belt si Ctain (Epic) 4:40 
True Fools Fell (Beggars Banquet/RCA) 4:10 
Book Of Love (TVT) 3:29 
Spirits in The Meterlsl World (IRS) 4:05 
Belfast (MCA) 4:55 
Pineapple Face (Capitol) 3:59 
Growing Old (Virgin) 3:29 
She Says (Come Around) (Epic) 3:34 
The Party Starts Now! (MCA) 2:10 
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1 Adrian Belew Pretty Pink Rose (Atlantic) 
Adrian Belew’s on a real roll. Currently travelling the world as David Bowie’s Music Director on the 

Sound & Vision tour, he’s now set to release a wonderful new album called Young Lions. The lead single, 

“Pretty Pink Rose,” which features his friend Mr. Bowie sharing vocals, literally blooms before your ears. 

With all this touring time and this fabulous new single, you can expect Adrian to be musically enhancing 

your entire summer. 

2 Shadowland Garden Of Eden (Geffen) 
This Southern California quartet has one EP under their belts (released last year) and now come to you 

with quite a different feel on their first full LP. Gutsy, Shadowland put forth a controlled strength on 

“Garden Of Eden,” with lead singer Darren Radamaker alternately growling and belting out this tempest in 

a teapot. “Garden Of Eden” has plenty of crossover potential as a full-fledged rocker. From the 

forthcoming LP, The Beauty Of Escaping. 

3 Concrete Blonde Joey (IRS) 
Concrete Blonde’s third album for IRS, Bloodletting, is in the can. The band transgressed a few more 

personnel changes (their outfit now includes a former Roxy Music drummer), then hopped on a plane to 

England to record the LP, co-producing it with Chris Tsangarides. “Joey” is a scorcher of a ballad. Lead 

singer Johnette Napolitano achingly belts it out here, each note dripping with remorse, while Jim Mankey’s 
guitar rides the tide with steady determination. 

4 Ultra Vivid Scene Staring At The Sun (4AD/Columbia) 
Kurt Raiska’s one man band has made more than a few fans since making the Scene. His forthcoming 

album, Joy: 1967-1990, comes to you from a new deal struck between 4AD and Columhia. On tour with 

Ian McCulloch, Ultra Vivid Scene has recently expanded to an actual band. This track, “Staring At The 
Sun,” rides the line of ethereal pop because of Raiska’s trademark breathy vocals, but the song is 

charged by a fast paced pop line that keeps it rolling along beautifully. 

5 House Of Love Shine On (Fontana/Mercury) 
Once more. House Of Love put their time-tested musical rules together for perfection: guitars delicate but 

constant, blended with singer Guy Chadwick’s plaintive, smooth vocals, the whole of which is dotted by 

a subtle hook - “she-she-she-she shine on and on.” This one will grab you from the get-go. Look for the 

band on tour through mid-June with plans to continue on through the summer. 
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6 Richard Barone River To River (Paradox/MCA) 
Richard Barone’s ability to write indelible hooks seems unlimited; listen once to his current LP, Primal 
Dream, and, a few days later when you’re humming an insidious melody, remember where you heard it. 

He’s the guy who wrote The Bongos’ “Number With Wings,” the first of many memorable songs that have 

put this guy’s music in the hearts of pop fans everywhere. “River To River” is as strong for radio as any 

song you’ve heard this year... an instant grabber. 

7 Social Distortion Ball And Chain (Epic) 
Mike Ness’ honest lyrics come bounding at you from “Ball And Chain.” The song’s sturdy melody is an 

even match to the hard-luck story. It’s the second track from their self-titled Epic LP, and further 

supports this band’s approach to rock ’n roll; resolute and steeped in tradition. The sound is earthy and 

real, and so is this band. The LP is now selling briskly, fueled by the tour that will take them from the 

West to the East through the end of May. 

8 Died Pretty True Fools Fall (Beggars Banquet/RCA) 
Australia’s Died Pretty is a foursome with a penchant for the murky and the deep. However, upon the 

release of their third album. Every Brillient Eye (produced by Jeff Eyrich), the band has integrated more 

muscle and melody into their trademark darker sound. “True Fools Fall” is their calling card, its guitar 

interweaving a pop thread for a truly multi-format mover and shaker. It’s a confident effort and one that 

deserves your attention. 

9 The Jack Rubies Book Of Love (TVT) 
The Jack Rubies have a slightly downtrodden and completely sarcastic attitude toward rock 'n roll. . . 

The first single from their forthcoming LP, See The Money In My Smile, confirms it. “I haven’t got the 

nerve, I never get the girl” in “Book Of Love” sets the tone lyrically, and the driving, swirling pop beat 

sets it musically, for one unbeatable radio smash. Their debut LP, Fescinitin’ Vecation, pushed these 

Englishmen onto the American radio scene . . .“Book Of Love” will be a new chapter in The Jack Rubies’ 
success story. 

10 Pato Banton Spirits In The Material World (IRS) 
How about something familiar but new that’s perfect summertime radio fodder as well? Pito Benton’s 
reggae/rap comes across beautifully on this Police cover, “Spirits In The Material World,” altering it ever 

so slightly to get the message across in the Banton way. Last year’s “Absolute Perfection” offered radio a 
slice of upbeat, and we expect this highly palatable track to crossover to the more adventurous types of 

other formats. 
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11 Energy Orchard Belfast (MCA) 
Energy Orchard is a group of transplanted Irishmen gone to London who have the distinction of having 
once been in a band that wrote 172 versions of the same song. They shook that motif, regrouped and 

began writing songs (different ones, even) in earnest, which led them to be signed by MCA. “Belfast” 
does contain that Celtic sound to the degree that this is majestic rock ’n roll, and bears a cascading 

Waterboys-like feel to it. Be wary of that fateful third spin - you’ll be hooked! 

12 Revenge Pineapple Face (Capitol) 
The man behind the low-slung bass of New Order gets Revenge! No really. Revenge is a band that Peter 
Hook has formed with two other Manchester musicians. No, New Order hasn’t broken up. And no. 

Revenge’s first single, “Pineapple Face,” is not about Manuel Noriega. We can tell you that it does have a 

bubbly melody and combined with the New Order “technique,” Revenge will have a stranglehold on you 

before the end of the song. 

13 The Origin Growing Old (Virgin) 
What do four guys in their twenties know about “Growing Old”? The drummer and bassist of the band 

tooled around in cover bands since their early teens before meeting up with the lead singer and 

keyboardist and forming The Origin. They adamantly state their resistance to “Growing Old” in a well- 

written melody line that is enhanced by an acoustic feel and the pitter patter of the aforementioned 

keyboardist. Wait for the ending of this fine track and Guess Who it’ll remind you of. . . 

14 The Rave-Ups She Says (Come Around) (Epic) 
“She Says (Come Around)” is one more chapter in the Rave-Ups’ book called Chance. After successfully 

reaching a wide audience with the IP’s first single, “Respectfully King Of Rain,” this Southern California 

band and its label are intent that you fully get into their matured, confident songwriting skills - and 

what better way than with a supremely bouncy and convincing track like “She Says”?! It’s a janglefest 

with harmonies and pop attitude in alignment with everybody’s ears. 

15 Manitoba’s Wild Kingdom The Party Starts Now! (MCA) 
Throw a couple of former Oictators together in the 90s and whaddaya get? Manitoba’s Wild Kingdom, a 

gregarious, retro-punk, bad boy club that’s irresistible to anyone with the urge to move. “The Party Starts 
Now!,” commandeered by the lovely vocals of Handsome Dick Manitoba, has all the makings for a classic 

war cry . . . two minutes and 10 seconds of unadulterated anthemic party rock. 
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